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Let % be a differential graded algebra over the rationals (DGA), fi a minimal DGA, [JM., 931 
the homotopy classes of DGA maps & 43, and I:[1, B]+Hom(W(U&), H”(s))) the 
function which assigns the induced cohomology homomorphism to a homotopy class. Theorem. 
If 1 and % are formal, then i restricted to the homotopy classes of formal maps is a bijection. 
This theorem has several diverse consequences including results on the group of homotopy 
classes of homotopy equivalences of a formal DGA and results on the suspension 
P : f X, Y] -+ {XX, Z Y]co_H when X and Y are formal spaces. 
1. Introduction 
As a result of the Sullivan approach to rational homotopy theory, a new and 
interesting class of spaces has emerged. These are the formal spaces whose very 
definition requires the theory of minimal models of differential graded algebras. 
Although not all spaces are formal, the list is large and includes spheres (more 
generally, suspensions), classifying spaces, Lie groups, Eilenberg-MacLane 
spaces (more generatly, H-spaces), locally symmetric spaces, compact Kahler 
manifolds, and many homogeneous spaces (including projective spaces) (see 
[9,17]). In addition, wedges and products of formal spaces are formal. We take 
the point of view that formal spaces are a reasonable class of spaces for which to 
do certain aspects of rational homotopy theory-large enough to include many 
important examples yet restricted enough to yield concrete results. We are 
particularly interested in the relationship between the homotopy classes of maps 
of one formal space into another and the homomorphisms of their rational 
cohomology algebras (Sections 2 and 3) and in the relationship between the group 
of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences of a formal space and the 
automorphisms of its rational cohomology algebra (Section 4). In considering 
these questions, the formal maps of one formal space to another play a crucial 
role. 
Although the motivation for this paper is topological, it is possible and even 
advantageous to carry out the investigation in the category of differential graded 
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algebras (DGA’ s) since rational homotopy theory has shown this category to be 
closely related to the category of rational topological spaces. We begin in Section 
2 with several equivalent definitions of formal DGA’s. We consider homotopy 
classes of DGA maps of a minimal DGA &! into a DGA 9% When & and $?8 are 
formal we define formal homotopy classes of DGA maps from Jtl to $8 and prove 
that these are in one-one correspondence with Hom(H*(&), H”(9)) (Proposi- 
tion 2.4). This has several consequences. It shows that any cohomology 
homomorphism ti*(.&)+ H*(C%) can be realized as a DGA map &--+ $8 when 
.&t and 3 are formal. It also enables us to give a new proof of a theorem of 
ViguB-Poirrier which asserts that any cohomology homomorphism is realizable 
under suitable connectivity conditions on JII and dimension conditions on 6%‘~ An 
obstruction theory for formality of maps is then developed in Section 3. We give 
conditions for all the obstructions to vanish, and hence conditions for all maps 
from one formal space into another to be formal. In Section 4 we consider the 
group 8(&) of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences of a minimal DGA 
4. When J& is formal we apply Proposition 2.4 to express %‘(&) as a semi-direct 
product of Aut H*(A) and E,(J@>, the subgroup of E:(A) whose elements 
induce the identity on cohomology. We next use a result of Baues in Section 5 to 
translate results on the function 1: [X, Y]-+ Hom(H*(Y; Q), H*(X; Q)) obtained 
in earlier sections into results on the suspension function .Z : [X, Y]-+ 
[XX, J.“Y],,*@ where the latter is the set of homotopy classes of co-H-maps from 
Z‘X to Z’Y. We prove several diverse results about 2. In Section 6 there are some 
brief remarks on topological implications, generalizations, and duality. The paper 
concludes with an appendix. Here we sketch an inductive procedure for obtaining 
information on %?#(A) the subgroup of %(~zl) consisting of elements which induce 
the identity on homotopy groups, for any minimal DGA Ad, 
Throughout this paper the term rational space refers to a l-connected topologi- 
cal space X of the homotopy type of a simpiicial complex such that w,,(X) is a 
vector space over the rationals Q for every fz 2 1. A differential graded algebra OQ 
(DGA) is a graded commutative algebra over Q with a differential d : d-+ d of 
degree 1 such that L&! is l-connected (11’(s8) = Q, U’(d) = 0). A ~i~i~a~ DGA 
& is a DGA which is free as a graded (commutative) algebra and whose 
differential d is decomposable, i.e., for every positive-dimensional element x, dx 
is a sum of positive-dimensional elements. Our basic reference for rational 
homotopy theory and DGA’s is 1111. 
2. Basic definitions and resuits 
It is well known that for every DGA L$ there is an associated minimal DGA 
denoted d&d and a homomorphism p : 4, --P d of DGA’ s such that the induced 
cohomology homomorphism p* : H*(A,)--, H*(d) is an isomorphism [ll, p. 
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1161. Then A, is determined up to isomorphism and p is determined up to 
homotopy of DGA maps (see below for the definition of homotopy). For DGA’ s 
& and 3, a DGA map cp: .s& -+ 3 is called a weak equivalence if 
$J* : H*(.d)+ H*(B) is an isomorphism. Two DGA’ s d and 3 are said to have 
the same homotopy type, written z$ = SJ, if there is a finite sequence of DGA’ s 
~0,~*r...? .&,, such that .& = &,, ,073 = &,, and for each i = 0, I, . . . , n - 1 there 
exists a weak equivalence A, + di+, or a weak equivalence tij+, --+ tii. We write 
& =s $8 if ~2 is isomorphic to .?8. We note that the cohomology H*(a) of a DGA 
d can be regarded as a DGA with trivial differential. Finally, let Z*(d) denote 
the DGA of cocycles of .rB and rr : Z*(d)-+ H*(d) the natural projection. 
Proposition 2.1. The fofLowi~~ statements are equivalent for a DGA i$ and its 
minimal model .M,d with canonical map p : A,d + d: 
(i) There exists a DGA map A:JU,+ H*(d) such that h* = p*; 
(ii) There exists a DGA map ‘P : A!, -+ H*(&.,) such that v/* = 1, the identity 
~om~murphism; 
(iii) There exists a weak equivalence p : A, --+ H*(.nQ); 
(iv) .M.& = AZilHqCiSj; 
(v) S$ = H”(d); 
(vi) The projection rr : Z*(&,) -+ H*(&,) can be extended to a DGA map 
!P : .A?~ -+ H”(&,). 
Proof. (i)e(ii) is clear. We note that &= % G&, =J&&% (see [ll, p. 1283). 
Thus (iii) 3 (iv) and (iv)e (v). But (i)$ (iii) and (iv) I$ (iii) are both obvious. 
Now we show (iii)+(i). Define A to be the composition 
&,1;H*(.$)ti H*(.a,,+ H*(A). 
This establishes the equivalence of statements (i) through (v). It is also easily 
shown that (vi) and (ii) are equivalent. This completes the proof. c3 
Definition 2.2. A DGA S$ which satisfies any of the six equivalent conditions of 
Proposition 2.1 is called formal. 
Proposition 2.1 collects several definitions of formality that have been used by 
various authors. (iii) and (iv) appear in [14, p. 1111, (ii) is in [7, p. 2601, (iii) is in 
]I7, p. 3151, (’ ) rv is in [lo, p. 5781, and (v) is in [12, p. 2361. 
As is well known, Definition 2.2 leads to a definition of formality of spaces. A 
l-connected space X (of the homotopy type of a simplicial complex) is called 
formal if A,,(X), the PL-DeRham algebra over &p [ll, Chapter VIII] is formal in 
the sense of Definition 2.2. This notion of formality of spaces has several 
equivalent formulations in terms of other rational algebraic invariants of X, such 
as, for example, the Quillen minimal model L, (see [9, 34,151). In this paper we 
concentrate on formality within the DGA category. 
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We next turn to the concept of formality of DGA maps. First we consider 
homotopy of DGA maps. Let $ denote the DGA which is the tensor product of 
polynomials in t (with degree t = 0) with the exterior algebra on dt (with degree 
dt=l). Let rr0:4+Q be the map which sets t=O and dt=O and let r,:$+Q 
be the map which sets t = 1 and dt = 0. Then two DGA maps (Y, p : sd+ 93 are 
called homotopic, written cz g p, if there exists a DGA map A : d + Cl3 8 4 such 
that (1, C3 r,JA = (Y and (1, C3 rri)A = p, where 1, is the identity map of 3. If ~4 
is minimal, it can be shown that homotopy is an equivalence relation for DGA 
maps J&?+ $33 (see [ll, p. 1251). W e remark that there is another, equivalent 
definition of homotopy [18, pp. 59-601. We also note for later use the notion of 
homotopy equivalence: a DGA map (Y : sd+ 93 is called a homotopy equivalence 
if there exists a DGA map /3 : C33 +-d such that pa z 1, and a@ z 1,. 
Now let _# and 3 be formal DGA’ s with DGA maps W : 4, + H*(JzI,) and 
?P’ : A, -+ H*(AB) which induce the identity on cohomology. Let (Y : d+ 93 be 
a DGA map and &:Ju,+Ju, the corresponding DGA map of associated 
minimal algebras. 
Definition 2.3. a : sd+ 93 is called a formal map if the following diagram com- 
mutes up to homotopy: 
This definition depends on the choice of maps Yf and !P’, and it would be more 
precise to call (Y [q]-[VI]-f ormaf, where [W] and [W’] denote the homotopy class 
of ly and Vf’ respectively. We shall deal with formal maps with the understanding 
that it is relative to a fixed choice of ?P and V’. For variations on this notion of 
formal map and several interesting examples, see [22]. 
If (Y, p : d+ 3 are homotopic, and CY is formal, then p is formal. Also notice 
that (Y is formal if and only if (up is formal, where p : Ju, + d is the canonical 
homomorphism. Thus, instead of considering formality of DGA maps &+ 3, we 
will consider formality of DGA maps J11, + CB or rather DGA maps J% + 3, 
where Ju is a minimal DGA. Let [A, 31 denote the homotopy classes of DGA 
maps Ju+ 3 and let Hom(H*(A), H*(CJ3)) d enote the algebra homomorphisms 
H*(JU)+H*(B). There is a function 
I: [.4, B]+Hom(H*(JU), H*(B))) 
defined by Z[a] = LY*, where [CX] denotes the homotopy class of (Y : ~2 -+ 93. 
Assume now that JII and B are formal and let [Jll, ~331~ C [Ju, 331 be the subset of 
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homotopy classes of formal maps. Although we shall not do so, it would be more 
precise to write [A, 93],~,_,lv~l instead of [A, 931,. Set I’ = Z],,,,,f: 
[Ju, %],+Hom(H*(JI1), H*(9)). 
The following result is implicit in several peoples’ work, but we have not seen it 
stated explicitly. Although the proof is straightforward, the result is useful and 
has many different applications, some of which are given in this paper. 
Proposition 2.4. I’: [Ju, 93],-+ Hom(H*(&), H*(3)) is a bijection. 
Proof. I’ is one-one: Given formal maps (Y, p : Ju + 22 such that a * = p *. 
Consider the diagram 
&.P 
&-.J@* 
Iv F) 
&*,b* 
H*(A)- H*(J&). 
Then ?Zf’& G qrp since &* = p*. But the function pk : [.A, JuB]--+ [A, H*(J%,)] 
induced by W’ is a bijection since 9’ is a weak equivalence [ll, Theorem 10.81. 
Thus s r 6. Since p& = a and p$ = /3, it follows that (Y z p. 
I’ is onto: Given cp : H*(A) + H*(B) and consider A = p*TP’: Al, + H*(S). 
Since A is a weak equivalence, A,:[&, J&!.]-+[.&, H*(9)] is a bijection [ll, 
Theorem 10.81. Therefore there exists (Y:JU+JZI~ such that A#[(Y] = [cp’lu], and 
so Aa E cp?Zf. Let p :A+ $33 be p = p(~. Then p* = pact* = ~*T’*(Y* = A*(Y* = 
(p*T* = cp. Thus I[@] = cp. It remains only to show that p is formal. But 
p*(cy*YP) = p*T = cpP E Aa = p*(!P’cx), and so a*Wz q’,. 0 
We next reformulate Proposition 2.4 in the topological category for later use. 
Let X and Y be rational spaces which are formal (i.e., APL(X) and APL(Y) are 
formal DGA’ s). A map f : X + Y is called formal if A,,(f): APL(Y)-+ APL(X) 
is a formal DGA map, This definition clearly depends on a choice of maps 
9: APLW-$ JUApL(Y) = _dv and q’: APL(X)+ JUaPLCx) = Jll,. 
Let [X, Y], be the collection of homotopy classes of formal maps X+ Y and let 
[X, Y] be the collection of homotopy classes of all maps X+ Y. Then 
I: [X, Y]-+ Hom(H*(Y; Q), H*(X; Q)) assigns to a homotopy class its induced 
homomorphism of cohomology algebras. The reformulation of Proposition 2.4 is 
Proposition 2.5. Zf X and Y are formal spaces, then Zi Lx, yIf : 
[X, Y]r-+Hom(H*(Y; O), H*(X; Q)) is a bijection. q 
Example 2.6. As a simple, illustrative example of Proposition 2.5, let X be the 
rationalization of the n-sphere Sk and let Y be a formal, rational space of finite 
type. Then Z]T~(Y),: m,,(Y) ,-+Hom(H*(Y; O), H*(S”,; Q)) is a bijection, where 
nn( Y), consists of homotopy classes of formal maps in T~( Y). By applying vector 
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space duality we obtain Hom(H*(Y; Q), H*(S”,; Q)) = Hom~~=,~(~*(S~), 
N,(Y)), where the subscript ‘coalg’ denotes coalgebra homomorphisms. But 
Hom,,,lg(H*(S~), H,(Y)) = P,(Y), the vector space of primitive elements in 
ZZ,( Y). Thus we obtain a bijection I’ : rn( Y), -+ Pn(Y). It is easily seen that I’ is 
the restriction of the Hurewicz homomo~hism h, : T~( Y)-, EZE( Y). In particular, 
h, is onto the subspace of primitive elements (see [15, Proposition 3.41 and [lo]). 
We now turn to consequences of Proposition 2.4. 
Corollary 2.7. If Jlt and 93 are formal, then 
I: [A, LB]--, Hom(H”(&), H*(9)) 
is onto. q 
A simple application of Corollary 2.7 yields a characterization of formal 
DGA’ s in terms of the function Z. 
Corollary 2.8. d is formaleZ:[JtZ,, 93]-tHom(H*(&,), H*(Q)) is onto for 
every form~I DGA 3. 
Proof. ‘3’. Follows from Corollary 2.7. 
‘(;‘. Let 9J = H*(dd) with d = 0. Then 3 is formal and so I is onto. Let 
1 ~Horn(H*(&,), ~~(~,~)) be the identity homomorphism. Then there is a 
map F: A, -+ H*(JU,) such that %?* = 1. Thus && is formal by Proposition 2.1. 
Therefore & is formal. q 
Next we present some examples to show that it is not possible to weaken the 
hypothesis or strengthen the conclusion of Corollary 2.7 in an obvious way. 
Examples 2.9 (a) ,# and % formal, but I:[&, ~]~Hom(~*(~), ~*(~)) not 
one-one: Set Jll = A(x,, x3) with dx, = xi and 3 = A( y3), where the subscripts 
denote the degree of the element. Then (Y : Ad -+ LB defined by LY(X~) = y, is not 
homotopic to 0 but Z[LY] = 0. ( (Y is the DGA analogue of the Hopf map S3-+ S’.) 
(b) JR is formal, 98 is not formal, and Z:[J@, ~]-+Hom(H*(JII), H*(B)) is 
not onto: Let & be the minimal model of S3 v S5 so J! = A(x,, x5, x,, x9,. . .) 
with dx, = 0 = dx,, dx, = x3x5, dx, = xXx,, etc. and B = A(y,, y,, y,) with 
dy, = 0 = dy, and dy, = y3y5. Then cp: H*(.&)+ H*(SB) defined by 9(x3} = 
{Y3]> (P{xg] = {Y,] . 1s a homomorphism not realizable by a DGA map Ju--+ 9% 
(c) J11 is not formal, 9J is formal, and I: [Ju, 93+Hom(H*(JU), H*(B))) is not 
onto: Apply Corollary 2.8. 
We conclude this section by considering the realizability of cohomology 
homomorphisms by maps of DGA’ s. We begin with a simple lemma. 
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Lemma 2.10. (a) Given a minimal DGA A_ and an integer n 2 1, there exists a 
minimal DGA J& and a DGA map rr : JI!~ -+ A such that rr* : H’(A) -+ H’(2) is an 
isomorphism for i 5 n and H’(s) = 0 for i > n. 
(b) Given a DGA ti and an integer n 2 1, there exists a DGA 2 and a DGA 
map x : A+ A? such that x* : H’(a)+ H’(d) is an isomorphism for i 2 n and ^ 
H’(d) = 0 for i < n. 
Proof. These constructions can be carried out in the category of DGA’ s. 
However, the quickest way to prove the lemma is to perform the constructions in 
the category of rational spaces where they are well known, and then take the 
minimal models of the resulting spaces. For (a) one uses the homology decompo- 
sition of a space and for (b) the method of killing homology groups (see [13, p. 
901). Cl 
We next use this lemma and Corollary 2.7 
Vigue-Poirrier 
The proof also uses the following result of 
5.161: 
If&isaDGAwithH’(&)=Ofori<m+l 
to give a proof of a theorem of 
Halperin-Stasheff [12, Corollary 
and i > 3m + 1, then ti is formal. 
Our proof is very different from the one given in [20] and is included because 
we believe it is a nice application of Corollary 2.7 and the Halperin-Stasheff 
theorem. 
Proposition 2.11 (ViguC-Poirrier [20]). Zf 49% IS a minimal DGA with H’(A) = 0 for 
1 I i 5 1 and 93 is a DGA with H’(B) = 0 for i > 31+ 1, then I is onto. That is, 
every homomorphism H * (.I% ) -+ H*(B) is realizable by a DGA map Jll- B. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.10(a) to Jll with n = 31+ 1 to obtain r : .A + ~6 with rr* 
an isomorphism in dimensions 531-t 1 and H’(s) = 0 for i >31+ 1. Thus 
H’(s) = 0 for i < 1 + 1 and i > 31+ 1. By the Halperin-Stasheff result, i is 
formal. Next apply Lemma 2.10(b) to 3 with n = 1 + 1 to obtain X : 4 + 93 with 
X* an isomorphism in dimensions 21 + 1 and H’(d) = 0 for i < 1 + 1. Thus 
H’(g) = 0 for i < 1 + 1 and i > 31+ 1. By the Halperin-Stasheff result, 4 is 
formal. Now consider the commutative diagram 
[A, 31; Hom(H*(JU), H*(S)) 
T 77# a Hom(?i*.l) T 
[Jk 331 Hom(H*(i), H*(C%‘)) 
T X# = Hom(l,~*) [it, @]L T Hom(H*(i), H*(6)) 
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Since 2 and 6’ are formal, I: [s, @I]+Hom(H*(.&), H*(h)) is onto by Corol- 
lary 2.7. Therefore I:[&, B]+Hom(H*(JU), II*(%)) is onto. This concludes 
the proof. 0 
3. Obstructions to formality of a map 
Here we develop a simple obstruction theory for formality of a map. This is 
completely different from the obstruction theory which occurs in [19]. Let _4t be a 
minimal DGA and let d(n) denote the minimal sub DGA of Ju generated by 
generators of degree SIZ. Then & = U.&(n). Furthermore, &(n + 1) = 
J44 @ A(V),+,, where A(V),+, is the free commutative graded algebra gener- 
ated by the vector space V concentrated in dimension II + 1. The inclusion 
L:JU(I~)+JU(~ + 1) is called a Hirsch extension [ll, p. 1131. 
Now recall Definition 3.1: (Y : d+ 5’3 is formal if the following diagram 
commutes up to homotopy: 
.d &JU 
i i 
.a 
‘y V’ 
H*(JU,)- ‘* H*(A,) 
where ?P and P’ are fixed maps inducing the identity in cohomology. We write 
Jll = JI1,d = U&(n) and denote by L : A(n) + A(n + 1) the Hirsch extension and 
by v,, : A(n)+ JII = J11, the inclusion map. 
We assume & *WV, g W’&v, : A(n) + H*(JU,), and determine the obstruction 
to &*!Pv,+I being homotopic to P’&,+I. Note that (&*W)* = G* = (!P’&)*, so 
that the maps &*Wv,+, and W’&,,+l induce the same cohomology homomor- 
phism. To simplify notation we set p = 6 *!Pv~+~ and y = 31r’&v, +l. Then 
@, y :JU(n + l)+ H*(.A,) with /?* = y* and PL z 7~: A(n)+ H*(JII,), and we 
determine the obstruction to /3 z y. For this we use the following result in [ll, pp. 
177-781: There is an exact sequence 
Hom(V, H”+‘(JU,)) = Hn+l(H*(.Mg); V*)-+ [_A(n + l), H*(A,)] 
2 [J%), H*(JU,)I 
and an operation of Hom(V, H”+‘(&,)) on [Ju(n + l), H*(.dB)] such that two 
elements are in the same orbit if and only if they have the same image under L#. 
Thus there exists 8 : V* H”+‘(_A,) such that [y] = 8 . [p] = [O . p]. The opera- 
tion 8. p is defined by 0. pIA = pIAl and (0. /3)(x) = p(x) + O(x) for 
xEV. Now /3*= y*, so that if x E V c _4l(n + 1) is a cocycle, then 
y*{~j = (e . p)*(x) = (e . p)(x) = p(x) + e(x) = p*(x) + e(x) 
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where {x} denotes the cohomology class of x in H”+‘(&(n + 1)). Thus 0(x) = 0 
for every cocycle x E V c Jll(n + 1). Let Z(V) be the subspace of V consisting of 
all x with dx = 0. Then 8 induces a homomorphism 8: V/Z(V)+ H”“(J%,). We 
call 8 E Hom(V/Z(V), H”+‘(J%,)) th e obstruction to /3 and y being homotopic. 
Note that if 8 = 0, then 8 = 0, and so /? z y. 
We now interpret this in the category of rational spaces. Here ti = APL(Y) and 
3 = APL(X) for rational spaces X and Y. We assume that X and Y are of finite 
type. Then H”+‘(&%) = H”+‘(X; CD) and V=Hom(7rn+,(Y), Q!) = (~~+~(y))*. 
If h,+, : rn+l (Y)+ H,+,(Y) is the Hurewicz homomorphism and 
h,*+,:(H,,+,(Y))*+(m,+,(Y))* is the dual of h,,,, we can regard h,*+, as a 
homomorphism H”+‘(Y; CD)+ V. Then Z(V) can be identified with image h,T+, 
(see [16, p. 331). Thus by duality we obtain 
Proposition 3.1. If f : X+ Y is a map of rational, formal spaces offinite type, then 
the successive obstructions to formality off lie in the vector spaces Hom(H,(X), 
ker h,), i = 2,3. . , where h, : G-;(Y) + H,(Y) is the Hurewicz homomorphism. In 
particular, Hom(H,(X), ker hi) = 0 f or all i implies that every map f : X+ Y is 
formal. 0 
As a consequence we obtain a result which is a generalization of two theorems 
in [19, Theorems 4 and 51. 
Corollary 3.2. If X and Y are formal, rational spaces of finite type such that 
H,(X) = 0 for i 2 2n + 1 and Y is n-connected, then every map f : X+ Y is formal. 
Proof. For the n-connected space Y, the Hurewicz homomorphism h, : TV* 
H,(Y) is known to be a monomorphism for i I 2n [l, p. 5461. Thus all obstruc- 
tions to formality vanish, and so every map f : X--+ Y is formal by Proposition 
3.1. 0 
The rationalization of the Hopf map S 3-+ S2 is not formal, and this shows that 
the numerical hypotheses of Corollary 3.2 cannot be weakened. 
4. The group of homotopy equivalences 
In this section we examine the group %‘(A) of homotopy classes of homotopy 
equivalences of a minimal DGA Ju. An element of ‘8(.&) is the homotopy class 
[a] of a DGA map (Y : A * Jll which is a homotopy equivalence (see Section 2). 
The group operation in %‘(A) is composition of homotopy classes and the unit of 
the group is the homotopy class of the identity map. We note that (Y : At + JII is a 
homotopy equivalence if and only if (Y* : H*(d)-+ H*(A) is an automorphism. 
Let 9: ‘%(JU)-+Aut H*(A) d enote the function defined by $ [ a] = a *. Then $ is 
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a homomorphism of groups. If we now assume that JI% is formal, we can define a 
subset %(&)r of @Y(A) by [cr] f %(.&),e cy : J&!+ At is formal and a homotopy 
equivalence. As before, formality of maps a! is defined with respect to a fixed 
DGA map p:.&+H*(JU) with ylr* = 1, i.e., cy is [PI-[PI-formal in the sense of 
Definition 3.1. It is easily seen that %(A)r is a subgroup of a(&). The first 
sentence of the following proposition appears in [15, Corollary 5.51 and 
elsewhere. 
Proposition 4.1. If d is a formal DGA, then .9 : 8(&t,)+Aut Hi is an 
epimorphism. Moreover, there is a homomorphism 3 : Aut H*(Jt&)+ ZY(Ju~) 
such that $9 = 1, and 9 is an isomorphism of Aut H”(JU,) onto %?(A,),. 
Proof. Given an automorphism #J : H*(&&)* H*(&,). By Proposition 2.4, 
there exists a DGA formal homomorphism a: : Ju, --, JM,, unique up to homotopy 
such that (Y* = +. Then cr is a homotopy equivalence since # is an automorphism. 
Define $($) = [LY]. Clearly 2 has the desired properties. i? 
Thus if %*(&+d) denotes the subgroup of S(Jud) consisting of all homotopy 
classes of homotopy equivalences which induce the identity in cohomology, then 
there is the following split short exact sequence of groups for a formal DGA &‘, 
l-+ S?:*(&,)-+ W(JM,)$Aut H*(Jtl,)+ 1. 0) 
CoroIlary 4.2. If ~4 is formal, then %‘(.&&) is isomorphic to the semi-direct product 
of %*(A&) and Aut H*(&&), 
The proof is analogous to the familiar situation in which the subgroup is 
abelian. One defines an action of %(d,d) on g,(&.,) by conjugation. By 
composing this action with 2 an action of Aut H*(.&&) on %*(A,) is obtained 
which enables one to define the semi-direct product. The proof that there is an 
isomorphism proceeds as in the abelian case [6, pp. 87-881. 
Thus for formal DGA’ s S& a determination of the group %(&_ti) would require 
knowing (1) the group g*(&&), (2) the group Aut H*(&,), (3) the semi-direct 
product of the groups in (1) and (2). Note that (2) and (3) are purely algebraic. 
In the appendix we indicate how to obtain information on 8,(d) and its dual for 
any minimal DGA JK 
5. Suspensions and co-H-maps 
Most of the resuits in previous sections dealt with the function which assigns to 
a homotopy class the induced homomorphism of cohomology. By using a theorem 
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of Baues we are able to translate these into results concerning suspensions and 
co-H-maps. In this section we work in the category of spaces. 
Let X and Y denote rational spaces of finite type and let ZX and _ZY be the 
suspensions of X and Y respectively. Let [XX, Z.Y]co_H denote the homotopy 
classes of co-l-l-maps ZX -+ ZY. Then it is shown in [4, p.1321 that there exists a 
bijection P : [2X, Z Y]cu_H -+ Hom(N*(Y; Q), H*(X; Q)). By unraveling the defi- 
nition of P one establishes the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.1. The diagram 
[X, Y]L [J=T 3 Ylco_H 
\ 
I =P I 
Hom(H*(Y; O), H*(x; Qs)) 
is commutative, where 2 is the suspension function, P is the Baues bijection, and I 
is the function which assigns the induced cohomology homomorphism to a 
homotopy class. q 
We note in passing that Lemma 5.1 provides an immediate proof of the 
following result of Lemaire and Sigrist [14, pp. 114-1161: 
Result 5.2. For a map f: X+ Y, L?;f e 0 if 
H*(X;Q). cl 
and only if f* = O:H*(Y; Q)-t 
Proposition 5.3. If X and Y are formal spaces, then the suspension map 
z : IX, Yl,-+ [2X, r: %_H 
is a bijection. Consequently, any co-H-map 2X+ _ZY is homotopic to a sus- 
pension. 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 
5.1. 0 
The following result is also a consequence of Proposition 2.5. and Lemma 5.1. 
Corollary 5.4. If X and Y are formul and f : X -+ Y is any map, then there exists a 
formal map g : X + Y such that 2f = 2g. Cl 
Next we note that Proposition 2.11 and Lemma 5.1 yield a rational version of a 
theorem of Berstein and Hilton [5, Theorem B]. 
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Corollary 5.5. If X and Y are rational spaces such that H’( Y; 0) = 0 for 1 cr i I 1 
and H’(X; Q) = 0 f or i > 31f 1, then every co-H-map 2X-t 2 Y is homotopic to 
the suspension of some map X+ Y. 
Proof. We consider the commutative diagram of Lemma 5.1 and observe that 
I: [X, Y]+ Hom(H*(Y; Q), H*(X; Q)) is onto by Proposition 2.11. Thus 
2 : [XT Yl+ [-?;X, 2Ylco_H is onto. This concludes the proof. cl 
We next apply Lemma 5.1 to Section 4. Consider the diagram of Lemma 5.1 in 
the case X = Y: 
IX, x1-2 [2X* =L-H 
\ 
I “P 1 
Hom(H*(X; Q), H*(X; Q>> 
From the definition of P it can be shown that 
(a) if l:ZX-+ZX’ h ‘d 1s t e 1 entity map, then P[l] is the identity automorphism 
of Iri*(x; Q); 
(b) if g, h:xX-,_EX are two co-H-maps, then P([g]o[h]) = P[h]oP[g]. 
Now let %‘(X)C[X, X] d enote the group of homotopy classes of homotopy 
equivalences X*X and @3X),,., C [2X, ZX]co_H denote the group of 
homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences 2X+ XX which are co-H-maps. 
The suspension function 2 : 8(X) + %‘(ZX),,., is then a homomorphism of 
groups. The function I: ‘8(X) --it Aut(H”(X; Q)) which assigns the induced 
cohomology automorphism to a homotopy class is an anti-homomorphism, i.e., 
I: g(X)-+ Aut H*(X; Q)opp is a homomorphism, where Aut H*(X; ~)Opp de- 
notes Aut H*(X; Q) with the opposite multiplication. The observations (a) and 
(b) above show that P induces a function 9 : %(ZX)co_N-+ Aut W*(X; Q) which 
is an anti-isomorphism of groups. Consequently we have the following results: 
Corollary 5.6. The group 8(CX)co_H is isomorphic to the group 
Aut H*(X; Q)“pp. q 
Corollary 5.7. The following diagram of groups and homomorphisms is com- 
mutative: 
Aut 23*(X; Q)Opp q 
The analogue of Result 5.2 is 
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Result 5.8. Zf f : X+ X, then Sf = 1 if and only if f * = 1: H*(X; Cl)-+ 
H*(X;Q). 0 
Finally we note that the homomorphism 9 : 8(X)+ Aut H*(X; Q)Opp corres- 
ponds to the homomorphism 4 : g(&,)+Aut H*(Jz?~) discussed in Section 4. 
Thus we obtain the following corollary from Proposition 4.1: 
Corollary 5.9. Zf X is a formal space, then 2 : ‘8(X)+ I,,., is an epimor- 
phism. Moreover, there exists a homomorphism A: ~(~X)co_H+ g(X) such that 
U=l. 0 
Thus we are able to express 8(X) as the semi-direct product of the subgroup of 
%‘(X) consisting of those homotopy classes which suspend to the identity with 
%(ZX)co_H (see (2) of the appendix). 
6. Concluding remarks 
First of all, we wish to emphasize that, although we have worked within the 
category of DGA’ s, our results can be reformulated for the category of rational 
topological spaces. In several cases such as Proposition 2.5, Proposition 3.1, and 
Section 5, we have done this explicitly. However, all of our results can be restated 
and yield information about rational topological spaces. For example, the refor- 
mulation of Corollary 2.7 is that for formal, rational spaces X and Y, the function 
Z:[X, Y]+Hom(H*(Y; Q), H*(X; Q)) is onto. This implies that [X, Y] is an 
infinite set if there is a non-trivial homomorphism of algebras 
H*(Y; Q)+ H*(X; 0). 
Secondly, we have assumed for simplicity that all DGA’ s are l-connected. It is 
possible to relax this restriction and deal with connected DGA ‘s which are 
nilpotent. This leads to a larger class of rational topological spaces, the nilpotent 
spaces. 
Finally, all of our considerations can be dualized. Instead of DGA’ s, formality, 
and cohomology homomorphisms, it is possible to work with differential graded 
Lie algebras, coformality, and homotopy homomorphisms (see [15,18] for the 
relevant definitions). Our results are then valid in the dual situation. 
Appendix. The group of homotopy equivalences which induce the identity 
In Section 4 we determined the group %‘(A) of homotopy classes of homotopy 
equivalences of a formal, minimal DGA J?! in terms of Aut H*(A) and %*(A), 
the subgroup of g’(A) consisting of homotopy equivalences which induce the 
identity homomorphism H*(A)+ H*(h). In this appendix we sketch a method 
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for obtaining information about %*(A) and its dual group (in the sense of 
Eckmann-Hilton) 8#((_&) for any minimal DGA. We first express Corollary 4.2 
in the category of rational topological spaces. 
If X is a formal, rational space and ‘Z(X) is the group of homotopy classes of 
homotopy equivalences of X and 8,(X) is the subgroup of those homotopy 
classes which induce the identity in cohomology with rational coefficients, then 
there is the semi-direct product decomposition 
St??(X) = SC*(X) >d Aut N*(X; Q)Opp . (2) 
Now for any rational space X, 8(X) can also be described as 8(L,) where L,y is 
the differential graded Lie algebra (DGL} over Q (18, pp. 14-171 which is the 
Quillen minimal model of X [18, Chapter III] and 8(L,) is the group of 
homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences of DGL maps Lx--+ L,. Then 
‘8’*(X) is isomorphic to the subgroup of ‘e(L,) consisting of those homotopy 
equivalences which induce the identity on the indecomposables Q(L,) = 
s-‘11,(X; Q), where s is the suspension isomorphism [18, p. 831. We can present 
an inductive procedure for expressing g*(L,(n)) in terms of %*(Lx(n - l)), 
where L,(rz) is the minimal DGL of the nth section of the rational homology 
decomposition of X. This would then give information about 8 ,(L,), and hence 
8 *(X). Rather than do this, we stay within the category of DGA’ s and describe 
the dual procedure. 
Thus we consider for a minimal DGA Ju the subgroup Z#(&) of %‘(.&) 
consisting of homotopy classes [a] such that Q(a) = 1: Q(.H)-+ Q(A), where 
Q(A) denotes the graded vector space of indecomposables of Ju. We write 
_& = Use where ~(~) is the minimal sub DGA of ~66 generated by generators 
of degree in. Then _&(n + 1) = A(n) QD A(V),+, , and the inclusion 
L :.4(n)+ A(n + 1) is a Hirsch extension (see Section 3). We will apply the 
following lemma to L. 
Lemma A.1. Let (Y : a-+ B be a DGA map such that a*: H’(d)-+ H’(B) is an 
isomorphism for r 4 n and a monomorphism for r = n + 1 and let ~2 be a minimal 
DGA with no generators in dimensions >n (i.e., Q’(.&) = 0 for r > a), then the 
induced map 
is a bijection. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of [ 11, Theorem 10.81 and hence 
omitted. q 
For the Hirsch extension L : d(n) -+ JU(n + 1) we have 
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[-wn + 11, Jqn + l)lZ [A(n), Jqn + l)] Ir_[&(,), J?(n)] 
with L# an isomorphism by Lemma A.l. Thus there is a function r : [Al(n + l), 
_4(n + l)]+ [J!(n), J?(n)] defined by I = L#‘L#. Clearly r carries g,(.&(n + 1)) 
into %#(.&(n)) and gives rise to a homomorphism 
r: q+(Jqn + l))+ %+&(.4(n)) 
with r[y] = [rl&(n)]. W e next consider the kernel and image of this homomor- 
phism. 
Recall from [ll, pp. 177-1781 that there is an exact sequence 
Hn+‘(&f; v*)~[.A(n + l), 22414: [J!(n), .d]:H”+2(& v*> 
II 
Hom(V, H”+‘(ti)) 
(3) 
Hom(V, H”+*(4)) 
where B assigns to a homotopy class the obstruction to extending it over 
&(n + l), Furthermore, there is an operation of H”+l(&, V*) on [Ju(n + l), &] 
such that two elements in [Jll(n + l), a] are in the same orbit if and only they 
have the same ‘#-image. 
We consider (3) with _~4 = .M(n + 1). Then if (Y E H”+‘(&(n + 1); V*) and 
[-y] E [&(n + l), JU(n + l)], the operation is defined by (Y. [y] = [a. y] where 
OJ. rlJw> = rl44 and ((Y . y)(x) = y(x) + G(x) for x E V, for any lifting 
&: v+ zIl+l(JlI( y1+ 1)) of CX. We now define s : Hnfl(A(n + 1); V*)+ [A(n + l), 
Ju(n + 111 by 
s(a) = [a * l] = (Y . [l] 
where 1 is the identity map of JU(n + 1). Let A: H”+‘(&(n + l))+ Q”“(&(n + 
1)) be induced by the projection and h*:H”+l(.&(n + 1); V*) = Hom(V, 
H”+‘(.4(n + l)))+ Hom(V, Q”“(Ju(, + 1))) = Hom(V, V) be the homomor- 
phism induced by A. Set P+*(JU( n + 1); V*) C H”+‘(k(n + 1); V*) equal to 
kernel A,. Then it is easily seen that (Y E H”+‘(&(n + 1); V*) is in T”+‘(.4(n + 
1); V*) if and only if s(a) E [Ju(n + l), Jll(n + l)] is in %#(&(n + 1)). Thus s 
induces a function 
s : T”+‘(JH(n + 1); v*)+ %#&(&(n + 1)) . 
Now we consider the function 0 in (3) with ti = A(n). Then O’]E,(Au(n)) is a 
function t from ZY#(.,U(n)) to H”+*(~2I(iz); V*) 
t= 61 w,(.a(n)) : q#(“qn))+ H”+*(Jt%(rz); v*> .
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We choose a distinguished element in H”+2(.&(n); V*) as follows. The homomor- 
phism H”f2(~(n), JU(n + l))+ W”‘“(A(n)) in th e exact cohomology sequence of 
the inclusion L : _A(n) --+ hl(n + 1) induces a homomorphism T : H”+2(~(n), 
Jll(n + 1); I/*)-+ Hfli2(.&(n>; V*). Then H”‘*(A(n), A(n + 1); V*) = Hom(V, 
~~~2(~(~), ~(~ + 1))) = Hom(V, V) 111, p. 118], and we let b E ~~+2(~(n), 
.&(n + 1); V*) correspond to the identity map in Hom(V, V). Then T(b) = k is 
called the (n + 1)st Postnikov invariant and is the chosen distinguished element of 
the set Hn+2 (A!(n); V*). The function t: Z~(.&(n))-+ H”“(A(n); V*) carries the 
distinguished element [1] of ~~(~~(~)) (the group unit) to the distinguished 
element k of H”+*(A(n); V*). 
Proposition A.2 For any Hirsch extension I, :&(n)+ .M(n + l), the sequence of 
sets and functions 
Tn+l(h!(n + 1); V*)A Z,(_&(n + l))-Z, ~~(~(n))~HH”+2(.&(n); V*) 
is exact in the following sense: 
(a) r and s are homomorphisms of groups and im s = ker r, 
(b) t is a function of sets with d~tingu~shed eIement and im r = ker t = t-‘(k). 
Proof. We show that s is a homomorphism (from an additive to a multiplicative 
group). Note that if p E T”“(JU(n + 1); V*) c Hom(V, H”“‘(&(n + 1))) and 
xE V, then /3(x) E .&(n). For p(x) E Z”“(_&%(n + 1)) and h&2) = 0 in 
Q”+‘(A@z + 1)). Thus p”( x is an element of degree n + 1 which is decomposable, ) 
i.e., in (~22 +(n + 1). ~$4 +(n + l))n+l, and so p”(x) E A(n). Now 
S(~+P)=I(~+P)‘lI and s(cy)os(p)=[((~-l)o(p.l)] 
and for XE V 
and 
((Cl! + ,f3). l)(X) = X + aT@(x) = X + &(x) + P(X) 
(Ly * 1) 0 ( p * l)(x) = (a .1)(x + p(X)) = (a * l)(x) + (a . l)( p”(X)) 
= x 4 G(X) + j(x) . 
Thus s is a homomorphism. The proof that im s = ker I is now an easy con- 
sequence of the definitions of s and r and properties of the operation of 
H”+‘(&(n + 1); v*) on [A(n + l), Ju(n + l)] mentioned earlier. 
Finally, the proof that im r = ker t is a consequence of the following lemma 
whose proof we omit (cf. (11, pp. 113-1141). 
Lemma A.3. Given Hirsch extensions .&(n + 1) = A(n) @A(V),+, and N(n + 
1) = X(n)@4W>,+, and homomorphisms CY : d(n) -+ N(n) and p : V- W. Then 
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there is a homomorphism p : JU(n + 1) + N(n + 1) such that the following diag- 
rams commute: 
44 5 JU(n + 1) and Q”“(Ju(n + 1)) = V 
I 
a 
I 
P 
I 
Q n+‘(P) 
i 
P 
No N(n + 1) Q”+‘(K(n + 1)) = W 
if and only if the following diagram commutes: 
v--LH”+*(~(n)) 
I P I a* 
Wd--‘H”+*(X(n)) 0 
This concludes the proof of Proposition A.2. 0 
We close with several remarks. First of all, Proposition A.2 does provide an 
inductive procedure for obtaining general information on %‘#(A ). For example, it 
is easily seen that if Ju is the minimal model of a finite, l-connected complex, then 
%#(A) is a solvable group satisfying the maximal condition (i.e., it and all of its 
subgroups are finitely generated). Deeper results, however, show that %‘#(A) is 
actually nilpotent ([21, Corollary 9.101 and [8, Theorem A]). For other ways in 
which Proposition A.2 can be used, see [2, §5] and [3, 021. Observe that 
%#(&(I)) = &(“44(2)) = 1, and so the inductive process can always be started. 
Secondly, we can interpret Tn+‘(&( n + 1); V”) in the category of rational 
spaces. Let Ju = Ju, and define T”+‘(X; T,,,, (X)) as follows. It is the kernel of 
the homomorphism which is the composition of the universal coefficient isomor- 
phism K+,(X; TV+, (X))+ Hom(H,+,(X), r,,+, (X)) and the homomorphism 
Hom(H,+,(X), rr,,+i(X))-+ Hom(rn+,(X), rr,,+i(X)) induced by the Hurewicz 
homomorphism. Then T”+‘(X; T~+~(X)) is isomorphic to T”+l(Al(n + 1); V*). 
Finally we note that Proposition A.2 is a generalization and an adaptation for 
DGA’ s of a result which was joint work with Curjel and whose proof was 
sketched in [2, Lemma 5.21. 
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